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Fun, quick, and easy to study while on the go, MosbyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Medical Terminology Flash Cards,

3rd Edition provide a great tool for learning and reviewing medical terms. 600 full-color flash cards

help you memorize the prefixes, suffixes, and combining forms used to build medical terms.

Updated with the latest medical terms and illustrations, these flash cards include word-building

examples and Spanish translations. And you can now study flash cards and take quizzes on your

smartphone! Full-color illustrations help you remember terms and their word parts.Word-building

examples show how word parts are used to create medical terms Ã¢â‚¬â€¢ including the most

commonly diagnosed diseases and disorders, as well as treatments and procedures.Indexing by

body system makes it easy to organize and study terms.Spanish translations of word parts and

terminology are included.Alphabetical index and suggested learning activities in a companion

booklet make it easy to find specific cards and study the cards in a variety of different ways.Durable,

hole-punched design allows you to put sets of cards on a metal ring or cord for on-the-go study.   

NEW! Smaller 3" x 5" card format helps you memorize Ã¢â‚¬â€¢ anywhere and anytime Ã¢â‚¬â€¢

the prefixes, suffixes, and combining forms used to build medical terms.NEW! Mobile-optimized

flash cards and quizzes allow you to study the flash cards and take quizzes using your smartphone.
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Like previously reported by others this set is missing a lot of cards. Not only important combining

forms, suffixes etc, but literally missing cards. Warning if you buy these you have to go through each



card one by one to see if you are missing any. My set was missing at least 2 cards (they are

numbered). I thought I could still use them until even more turned up missing. Now apparently I am

9 days past the allowable return date!

The cards themselves are good quality. I like the way each card is hole punched and the cards

come with two rings so the student can make easy-to-carry groups of cards to study. I could use

more rings.I also like the booklet that comes with the cards. It contains an alphabetical list of all the

flash cards, so it's easy to see what terms are included. As I pull a card from the box and add it to

my study cards, I check it off the list in the booklet.I'm just beginning a medical terminology course,

and these cards are useful. However, I immediately had to make my own flashcards for -blast,

blast/o and xanth/o for which there are no flashcards in this substantial boxed set, as well as for

many abbreviations. Be prepared to fill in the gaps.

For any nursing students struggling with the vocabulary of medicine, these will be very helpful for

you. These cards are very well designed. They can be organized by body system, abbreviation,

combining form, suffix, prefix, or any other combination that you may find helpful. They are

numbered, color coded, and have easy to understand drawings and photographs. They also have

holes punched through them and come with two rings, for portability and studying on the run, as

most of us do.The box that they arrive in says that they are fun, effective, and portable. I fully agree

that they are effective. These work as long as you work at it on a regular basis. Are they portable? It

depends on your perspective. The box is very heavy if you plan on carting the whole set around at

once. It is easier to just take out what you need and leave the rest at home. I certainly would not

categorize these as fun, though.

WOW! I bought this based on all the wonderful reviews and so glad I did! I can grab any amount of

them and stick them onto the rings that come with it and study anywhere. I love how the cards are

numbered & grouped or you can mix them up. There are so many ways to study them. This is the

only set I have found with the prefixes and suffixes all together in one box with pictures too to help

associate. I definently recommend them.

Great cards but some that I needed for my classes where not their. Don't know if there is a larger

more complete set out there but if looking to buy I would certainly look.



My complaint is that 1/3 of the cards were stuck together and I ruined many of the ring holes trying

to separate them. The online tools that are provided are not available on all devices so that was a

terrible disappointment. Those issues aside, these are great learning tools for Medical Terminology.I

gave it Two stars because my expectations are high for  and the products I receive through their

services. I was a bit let down this round.

These flashcards are the reason I passed this class. They are so convenient, and they have almost

everything I needed for my final. The only problem I had with my set is that a lot of the cards were

fused together and I had to take time to separate each one. But overall they were worth every penny

This made study a bit easier but i became overwhelmed with all the words. The only bad thing about

them is a lot of the cards were stuck together and it eas hard putting them back in the box. I like that

i can study on the go to and didnt need the cards.
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